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Sam Houston, 1793-1863, Andrew Jackson’s greatest military protégé, commanded troops who helped
Jackson defeat Great Britain in the War of 1812, and became Governor of Tennessee and later twice
President of the Republic of Texas, Senator from Texas and Governor of Texas. Perhaps his greatest
laurel was that of sensationally embarrassing the Army of Mexico at the Battle of San Jacinto on April 21,
1836, in one of military history’s most lopsided runaway victories! The Texas vs. Mexico casualty ratio
was one to 105 and only 7 invading soldiers escaped! How could anyone find a more passionate military
commander than Sam Houston, who would not quit even after having four horses shot out from
underneath him, enduring even after sustaining a painful wound to the ankle? After the absolute rout
of the invaders was achieved, his troops captured General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna and $18,000 in
precious metal specie, $15,000 of which Houston gave to his troops and reserving $3,000 for the
embryonic Texas navy. The tallest obelisk in the United States, the 570 foot San Jacinto Monument,
capped by a 34 foot tall five pointed star weighing 220 tons, was erected to commemorate the stellar
victory. The statue of Houston on Interstate Highway 45 at Huntsville, at 67 feet, is the tallest such of
any man in United States history. Sam Houston casts a very long shadow across the pages of history,
was a far superior leader than any man in today’s world, yet acknowledged “Andy By God” Jackson to be
greater still. Not to be sacrilegious, but there was at times in their association a subtle hint of a John the
Baptist and Jesus correlation! Both men at any rate were military and monetary champions---which only
minds at the towering pinnacle of genius can attain. Houston, for whom a great city of the world is
named, was as passionate a hard money man as ever was, yet time and events proved the fiscal
situation in Texas nearly hopeless, and he advocated annexation to the United States as potentially
corrective.
His first contact with Jackson was being given a silver dollar upon recruitment into Jackson’s command.
At the close of the War of 1812 Sam Houston received $500 in silver coin, a small fortune then by
average standards and more than merited for his highly successful military command
http://samhoustonmovie.com/index.php Had Houston been Texas Governor for the last ten years, the
state would not be facing any $20 billion budget shortfall; his fiscal record, which we shall read of, was a

paragon model of turning bad policies of previous administration around and setting matters aright. In
spring 1838, Republic of Texas President General Sam Houston vetoed an inflationary measure passed
by the Texas Congress which was going to double the quantity of promissory notes in circulation; and by
the close of Sam Houston’s second term as President of the Republic of Texas, in 1844, he had effected
measures which reduced the operating expenses of the government by a spectacular 89.47%! He had to
clean up the mess left by Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar, another truly great soldier but an inept budget
manager. For details on Houston’s association with his great military and monetary mentor Andrew
Jackson, see “Andy By God Jackson.”
The Atlantic Monthly Magazine, April 1874 featured an article by David A. Wells (1828-1898, below)
which we will now review. Entitled, “A Modern Financial Utopia—How It Grew Up, And What Became
Of It,” was about the early days of Texas and appeared on pages 441-452 ---

“There is one great, plain, practical fact in respect to irredeemable paper money, which in itself is a
sufficient answer to all the arguments that may be advanced in its favor. And that is, THAT THERE
CANNOT BE ONE SINGLE INSTANCE REFERRED TO IN THE HISTORY OF ANY STATE, NATION, OR
PEOPLE, IN WHICH ITS ADOPTION AND USE HAS NOT BEEN WHOLLY DISASTROUS.”
(This article, written over 136 years ago, noted the long train of failures of social construct money; or
rather we might say, elitist construct money; and tragically, over the intervening decades and
generations, still more devastating incidents of funny money meeting its inevitable fatality have
transpired---most dramatically, 1923 Germany, a prelude to the second World War. If we had a Sam
Houston at the national helm instead of an elitist construct money puppet, you’d see the trash being
taken out faster than you’d believe possible!)
“The more conspicuous examples and illustrations which prove this assertion---namely, the John Law
scheme of 1716-1720, the currency of the American colonies before the revolution, the Continental
money, the French Assignats; and later and in this century, the paper money experience of Austria,
Russia, Italy, Spain, Turkey, and the South American states---are all more or less familiar; but there is
another example, little known, and RARELY IF EVER REFERRED TO which, occurring within a
comparatively recent period, and under conditions analogous to those which in the opinion of many
render the United States an exception to all the rest of the world, is no less interesting and instructive.”

(The information which Wells is set to outline is something I’ve never encountered in any index to
textbook on economics, economic history, Texas history, or economic journal. I have reviewed enough
such to note the historical blackout imposed by the Money Power with its recruitment of publishers and
its financing of them.)
“We refer to the fiscal experience of the Republic of Texas which, during the brief period of its existence
as an independent nation, committed on a small scale nearly all the financial blunders, and tried nearly
all the financial experiments, which the greater nations of Europe have before and since committed and
tried on a large scale and, as might naturally have been expected, with an almost exact parallelism of
results. The details of this curious history were first collected by the late William M. Gouge of
Philadelphia, an American writer on finance whose reputation was never commensurate with his worth
and abilities, who visited Texas after its annexation for the purpose of specially studying this subject;
and whose work, published near a quarter of a century ago and now a rare volume, constitutes the
source from which has been derived the following information.”
(Gouge, 1796-1863, edited the Philadelphia Gazette and was a consultant to the Treasury Department
for some 30 years. He wrote “History of the American Banking System" (1835); “Expediency of
Dispensing with Bank Paper" (1837); and a "Fiscal History of Texas" (1852). Significantly, the Ludwig Von
Mises Institute regards Gouge’s work meaningful http://mises.org/literature.aspx?
action=author&Id=1053 )

“Previous to the year 1835, Texas was one of the states of the Republic of Mexico; and ITS CURRENCY
CONSISTED OF GOLD AND SILVER and, to a very limited extent, of the notes of the banks of the United
States. As the civilized population was small, no large amount of currency of any kind was required, but

as compared with other newly settled countries, money was reported to have been plenty. A great part
of the Texas currency consisted of what were termed “hammered dollars,” or old Spanish dollars from
which the royal effigy had been effaced by the Mexicans as a testimony of disrespect for their former
rulers. Time contracts were however made in new Mexican dollars which were termed “eagle money”
and circulated at one hundred cents to the dollar; while the “hammered dollar,” though containing fully
as much pure silver, circulated at only ninety cents; the probable reason for the current depreciation of
the latter being that the destruction of their certificate of value effected by defacing the stamp, also
prevented their use in settling foreign exchanges, and consequently their exportation.”
(The well known national symbol of Mexico consists of an eagle eating a snake with a cactus in the
foreground. I have an 1846 silver Mexican 2 reales (“royals”) coin which is actually .903 fine. The
hammered dollars mentioned are worth considerably more than the hammered dollars of the FRN,
huh?)
“After the commencement of the revolution, and the inauguration of a provisional government in
November 1835, hammered money gradually disappeared from circulation, and bank notes from the
United States came in more freely and constituted the chief currency.”
(Bad money drives out good!)
“In 1837, however, the banks of the United States suspended specie payments, and while ALL OF THE
CIRCULATING MEDIUM OF TEXAS BECAME GREATLY DEPRECIATED, A VERY CONSIDERABLE PORTION
DERIVED FROM THE BANKS OF THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI BECAME ALTOGETHER WORTHLESS.
“Thereby,” says the historian above referred to, “many of the people of Texas suffered severely, but
their aggregate losses did not equal their aggregate gains, as many of these notes had been obtained in
loans and many of these loans were not repaid.”
(Fraudulent banking operations were especially rampant in Mississippi; the mainspring of a bank was
merely the ownership of a press with which to print bank notes. The Panic of 1837 was planned in
London, according to President Martin Van Buren, who had just taken office that spring when the
Money Power struck. For details see “Silver President II.” Van Buren was a hard money man equalled
by few and surpassed by none) ---

(The tone taken by the article’s author, David A. Wells, seems to change. Let’s see if it’s sarcasm or
something else, as we progress) ---

“From the very first the Texans do not appear to have ever allowed themselves to be embarrassed by
the idea of Old World bankers, political economists, and doctrinaires that the circulating medium of a
country should be based upon the precious metals. They were wiser than all that; and they had in their
possession something more valuable than gold and silver, the element and source of all wealth, namely,
an almost unlimited quantity of cheap, fertile land. This was the true thing, in their opinion, to bank on,
and bank on it they did. The first bank chartered, nearly six months before the commencement of
hostilities, was the “Commercial and Agricultural Bank” of the department of Brazos.”
(There was a “department of Brazos,” a large district. There is of course a Brazos River in Texas, Spanish
meaning “arms,” a reference to its smaller tributaries. Let’s see where this is going!)
“Its capital was not to exceed one million of dollars, divided into shares of one hundred dollars each. It
was authorized to establish branches anywhere and everywhere; receive eight per cent per annum on
loans not exceeding six months, and ten percent on loans exceeding that time; and only the capital of
the bank was to be responsible for the notes it issued. But the subscribers were required “to adequately
secure the value of their shares with real estate in the republic.”
(That sounds like the Rentenmark experiment in Germany after the collapse of the Weimar Republic
currency in 1923! The Rentenmark was the brainchild of Charles G. Dawes, Pilgrims Society member!
He was the same dangerous monetary hooligan who later headed the gold manipulative Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, details of which I have yet to offer, nor have seen anyone else do so; yet the body
of information is extensive. See “The Greatest Right” for details on Dawes and the hokey Rentenmark.)
“In short it was a most liberal charter, and the only thing any way illiberal about it was the single clause
“that as soon as one hundred thousand dollars, at least, have entered the vaults of the bank, it may
commence operations.” “Dollars,” however, at that time, in Texas, says our historian, “meant just
whatever the people meant it to mean.”
(Evidently trouble was growing in that banking garden!)
“William M. Strong of Pennsylvania, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, had
not then taken his seat on the bench; but the Texans in 1835 knew as well as Judge Strong did, when he
gave the legal tender decision in 1871, that “value was an ideal thing,” that “it is hardly correct to speak
of a standard of value;” that “the gold and silver thing we call a dollar is, in no sense, a standard of a
dollar;” in fact, THAT ANYTHING IS A DOLLAR WHICH THE LAW-MAKING POWERS MAY IMAGINE IT TO
BE, and that it is not at all necessary that their “imagining” for one year should be the same as their
“imagining” for some other and subsequent year.”
(We wonder if Judge Strong was related to Benjamin Strong, Pilgrims Society member, who ran the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York from 1914-1928; we do know that Judge Strong was first cousin to a
Thomas R. Strong of New York, who was a Congressman. These tyrannical financiers and their judicial
and legislative subalterns have often said that money can be anything they want it to be; see for
example the December 2009 offering---“1949 & 2009 Same Con Men” about Pilgrims Society member
Allan Sproul of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York who said “GOLD HAS NO USEFUL PURPOSE TO

SERVE IN THE POCKETS OF THE PEOPLE.” Naturally such views when implemented in currency policy
must eventually culminate in catastrophe; and en route to the disaster, wealth is transferred to the
money issuers! Judge Strong, Money Power functionary on the U.S. Supreme Court from 1870-1880) ---

“And as the Bank of Agriculture and Commerce appears to have commenced operations, and as there is
no evidence that the one hundred thousand dollars was ever paid in, we are warranted in supposing
that the “ideal” took in every respect the place of the real. That the Congress of Texas had also faith to a
large extent in the ideal standard of value is made evident by the fact that, by an act passed in
December 1836, the secretary of the treasury was authorized and empowered “to negotiate a loan from
any bank or banks that may be established in this republic, of sufficient amount for the payment of all
just claims” held by certain creditors against the government; and lest the Bank of Agriculture and
Commerce, with its capital of one million of “ideal” dollars, and the value of its shares made good by the
pledge of real estate, should not be able to afford sufficient banking facilities to a population not
exceeding fifty thousand, including the “State,” the “Texas Railroad and Navigation Banking Company”
was in 1836 incorporated in addition.”
(As we progress we’ll read more of these entities, especially the Texas Railroad and Navigation Banking
Company.)
“The capital of this company was fixed at five millions, to be increased if desired to ten millions, with the
right of connecting the waters of the Rio Grande and the Sabine by means of internal navigation, and
the privilege of making branch canals and branch roads in every direction; and this too at a time when
the Republic of Texas had not the means of supporting a navy sufficient to protect its coasts from the
attacks of one small sloop of war belonging to the Mexicans. The five millions of stock were
immediately subscribed by eight individuals and firms; but the operations of the banking company were
exceedingly limited, and are thus reported---NONE OF THE SUBSCRIBERS PAID IN ANYTHING. One sold
his interest to a firm in New York and took his pay in store goods. A second sold his for ten thousand
dollars; while a third swapped his for three leagues of land, which he subsequently sold at ten dollars
and a half an acre. “The rest of the subscribers retain their original stock to this day.”
(The TR & NB Company started as a fraud, and gave rise to successive frauds!)

“Other projects of a like character were brought forward; namely---“A Joint Stock Company for the
erection of a Hotel and Bath House at Velasco, with Banking Privileges; “The Texas Internal
Improvement and Banking Company; The Red River and Aransas Bay Navigation, Railroad and Banking
Company;” and finally, for establishing a bank on the faith of the government. All these projects were
favorably received; but before the necessary laws could be passed to put them in operation, news was
received of the general failure of the banks of the United States (1837), and the republic was deprived of
its prospective capital, enterprise, and consequent development.”
(There is the chance that these entities were launched by operators shadowing the actions of shady
banks back East, or were directly connected to those groups, the largest of which had London
connections. There’s more) --“To supply the necessities of a circulating medium occasioned by the discredit of bank notes issued in
the United States, individuals and municipalities commenced in 1837 to issue “shinplasters,” or notes for
the fractional parts of a dollar, and continued to do so until 1840, when an end was put to them by the
bankruptcy of the issuers.”
(For details on the “bank wars” see “Paper Notes Cannot Depreciate” and the series on Presidents
Jackson, Van Buren and Tyler. Shinplasters was a term that came into use to describe paper notes
created to substitute for regular bank paper garbage, especially after the East coast banks colluded with
the London money powers to suddenly cancel note conversion into specie---silver and gold coin. People
found they could literally “plaster their shins” up to their knees with the commonplace notes, like the
“prosperity coupons” and other types of paper notes of the Great Depression, described in “Funny
Money Gets Funnier.” Why did the issuers of shinplasters become bankrupt? No reason other than the
notes weren’t backed by gold and silver! People today have been propagandized to think that paper of
specific types, that which is stamped “legal tender” is actually money! IT IS NOT!)
“It is now desirable to turn back and consider more directly the means by which Texas provided funds to
carry on the war. At the outset the new republic had, apart from the pledge or sale of its lands, but few
financial resources. A financial report made to the provisional government or council in November
1835, brought out the fact that although an army was in the field engaged in active operations, yet “our
finances, arising from the receipt of dues for lands, as will appear on file in Mr. Gail Borden’s report,
which were in his hands, are fifty-eight dollars and thirty cents. This money has been exhausted, and
also an advance by the president of the council of thirty six dollars. There were also several hundred
dollars in the hands of the Alcalde in Austin. Upon this money several advances have been made; as
such you may consider that at the present moment the council is out of funds.”
(Alcalde is Spanish for Mayor. Not to address the point of Gail being an atypical name for a man,
Borden, 1801-1874, launched the Telegraph & Texas Register on October 10, 1835, barely a week into
the Texas revolution against Mexico. His brother John joined the “Texian” army, and in June 1837 a
victorious Sam Houston appointed Borden collector of customs at the Port of Galveston. Houston had in
mind a role in the government of the future Texas republic for Borden since in 1833 he contributed to
early drafts of a Texas Constitution. Not surprisingly, it was modeled after the American Constitution. In

1856 Borden invented condensed milk, and by 1858 he found a financial backer in New Yorker Jeremiah
Milbank, of a Wall Street dynasty who would later surface as Pilgrims Society members! Milbank,
Tweed, Hadley & McCloy became one of the most important law firms of The Pilgrims Society and
connected to the Chase Manhattan Bank. The New York Condensed Milk Company, later to become
Borden Incorporated, became a large interest as a supplier to the Union Army during the Civil War.
Houston opposed Texas entry into the war out of concern for the state’s residents, because he knew the
war could not be won. Gail Borden) ---

“But it will never do to despise the day of small things. The men who had undertaken to make of Texas
a free and independent republic were, in respect to audacity, enterprise, and self-reliance, typical
emigrants from the great American nation, and having put their hands to the plow had no intention of
stopping half-way in the furrow. But to succeed in their undertaking “ways and means” were
indispensable; “and finding,” says Mr. Gouge, “that other nations in their periods of exigency had
resorted to taxing, borrowing, begging, selling, robbing, and cheating, they determined to try all six,”
and he might have added, they in all six succeeded. The first feasible and ready way of collecting a
revenue through taxation that suggested itself, was by duties on imports, and the Texan legislators
accordingly took to the tariff after the most approved American fashion; enacting a given rate of duties
on the 12th of December, revising the same on the 15 th, and making a new tariff on the 27 th. In the ten
years that Texas existed as an independent republic, it had no less than seven distinct tariffs.”
(Imports exceeded exports, and this adverse trade balance contributed to specie being drained from the
territory.)
“Export duties on cotton were also recommended. The chief reliance of the government was, however,
upon loans, and commissioners were early appointed to borrow one million of dollars at a rate not
exceeding ten per cent, on bonds running for not less than five or more than ten years; the
commissioners being authorized to pledge the public faith, the public lands, the public revenues, and in
short everything that Texas possessed in the way of security, for their repayment. The idea that “a
national debt was a national blessing,” was one for which it has been generally supposed an agent of Jay
Cooke & Company, employed to write up the 5-20 bonds, in 1863, was entitled to a patent for
originality; but the records of the Congress of Texas show that the unexpatriated Yankee was after all
but a poor though probably unconscious imitator, and that his conceptions of the felicity of owing
somebody nationally never began to rise to the height of those indulged in by a Mr. Chenoweth, who, as
chairman of the national subcommittee on finance, submitted to the first Congress on the 16 th of
December 1835, a report of which the following is an extract”---

(The story of Jay Cooke & Company, which existed 1861-1873, is a fascinating study in corruption.
During the Civil War the firm, the first to take advantage of the telegraph, handled bond issues in
cooperation with the Treasury Department to the sum of $1.33 billion to finance the Union army! Jay
Cooke financed the Northern Pacific Railway but became overextended and almost wiped out during the
Panic of 1873, orchestrated by conspirators more powerful than himself. By 1880 he had paid off his
debts and again became wealthy, due to investment in a silver mine in Utah! Cooke photographed
during the Civil War) ---

“At present our indebtedness is small, and our liabilities almost entirely to private individuals, whose
claims, your committee are of opinion, may properly be merged and canceled by the creation of
substantial loans. An outstanding national debt may in many respects be looked upon as beneficial, by a
community isolated and dependent as Texas, if the creditors, as such, can afford us substantial
patronage. And until we can stand immutable among the nations of the earth, your committee would
advise that the pecuniary interests of our creditors will excite for us the sympathy and protection of
mankind.”
(Italics in the original. These were the words of a Mr. John Chenoweth, who had been a member of the
Texian army. These words are familiar in tone; we’ve seen such views expressed elsewhere, usually by
money lenders. He seemed to be inferring that repayment of funds could be deferred or annulled by a
sympathy strategy.)
“In one sense Mr. Chenoweth’s advice proved correct, though not altogether in the manner he
anticipated; for the various debt certificates of Texas being largely disposed of in the United States, an
earnest sympathy for the republic was thereby naturally created among the holders; and this sympathy
ultimately was most powerful in securing the annexation of Texas to the United States, and
subsequently an appropriation from Congress of the sum of $10,000,000, with the understanding that
the same should be used in the payment of the debts of the republic.”
(The strategy seemingly worked.)

“Under the heading of “selling,” as an expedient for providing ways and means, the public lands were
offered by the government of Texas at low prices and in any quantity; but as the cash value of the article
was small, the price fixed by the Mexican government before the war being less than four cents per
acre, and as, furthermore, until after independence was fully established it was a question whether the
vendor could pass an adequate and sufficient title, the receipts from this source were inconsiderable.”
“Under the heading of “begging,” the foreign agents of the republic were authorized to receive money
or donations of any kind that might be given by citizens of any country they might visit; and that the hat
thus passed round did not return empty is evident from the circumstance that on the 30 th of November,
1835, formal resolutions of thanks were passed by the council to John Hutchins of Natchez, Mississippi,
for his liberal donation of one hundred dollars “for the use of Texas in her struggle for liberty.”
“Under the heading of “robbing,” the council, on the 17 th of January, 1836, enacted, that whereas it was
impossible for the troops at Bexar “to drive beeves and procure provisions for their use without horses;
therefore be it resolved, that the commandant be authorized to employ as many Mexicans, or other
citizens, for the purpose of driving up beeves, and procuring provisions, as may be required for that
purpose.”
(“Beeves” of course was a reference to cattle, as often heard in the TV series “Rawhide.”)
“Letters of marquee and reprisal were also early authorized and issued---but in this department of
robbery the Texans could plead the precedents of the best established and most Christian
governments.”
“UNDER THE HEADING OF “CHEATING,” MR. GOUGE GROUPS THE SEVERAL ACTS AND PROCEEDINGS
OF THE REPUBLIC IN RESPECT TO THE MANUFACTURE AND ISSUE OF PAPER MONEY.”
(We will see what became of this course of action as we progress and note that while Sam Houston was
easily the single most prominent person in the founding of the Texas Republic, his personal seal of
approval did not extend to mere paper notes.)
“The national treasury was first established, so far as the election of a treasurer could establish it, in
November 1835. Previous to this there had been a fiscal committee, and this had made a report which,
as the first official financial document of a de facto government, destined in the course of the following
year to come into possession and control of a territory larger than France, deserves to be handed down
to posterity. The report related to a matter of extortion and swindling on the part of certain contractors
and alleged, that one Thomas Bray, for furnishing “Cole’s company of wagoners with one hundred and
seven pounds of bread, had charged twenty five cents per pound, or twenty six dollars and seventy five
cents, whereas he should have charged but fourteen cents per pound; and that one Madison M. Stevens
had charged an extortionate sum for “carrying one express to Nacogdoches.” It was accordingly
recommended that Bray be allowed but fifteen dollars and seventy eight cents, and Stevens but ten
dollars and fifty cents in full of all accounts, and the report was ordered to lie on the table.”

(It seems probable that graft exists somewhere in the Texas budget today and, given the relative
immensity of the state government, may not be detected.)
“A month afterwards, by some skill of manipulation not unworthy in these later days of a Chorpenning
and his counsel, Hon. John Cessna, the committee made another report, in which it was recommended
that Messrs. Bray and Stevens be paid in full, and paid in full they probably were. How good a field
there would have been for Chorpenning and Cessna to have operated in is illustrated by the following
extract from a message which the first governor, Henry Smith, about this same time sent in to the
“Honorable President and Members of the General Council.” He says” --“Instead of acting as becomes the counselors and guardians of a free people, you resolve yourselves into
low, intriguing, caucusing parties; pass resolutions without a quorum, predicated on false premises; and
if you could only deceive me enough, you would join with it a piratical cooperation. You have acted in
bad faith, and seem determined by your acts to destroy the very Constitution you are pledged and
sworn to support. I have been placed on the political watch-tower, and I hope I will be able to prove a
faithful sentinel. You have also been posted as sentinels; but you have permitted the enemy to cross
the lines, and you are ready to sacrifice your country at the shrine of plunder. Mr. President, I speak
collectively, as you all form one whole, though at the same time I do not mean all. I know you have
honest men there; but you have Judas in the camp---men who, if possible, would deceive their God.”
(See http://www.texasancestors.com/page%2018/page%2018.html for image of Henry Smith and some
of his background. John Cessna was a member of Congress from Pennsylvania.)
“Notwithstanding their deep laid plans and intrigues, I have not been asleep. They will find themselves
circumvented in every tack. I am now tired of watching scoundrels abroad and scoundrels at home, and
as such I am now prepared to drop the curtain. “Look around upon your flock; your discernment will
easily detect the scoundrels; the complaint, contraction of the eyes; the gape of the mouth; the vacant
stare; the hung head; the restless, fidgety disposition; the sneaking, sycophantic look; a natural
meanness of countenance; an unguarded shrug of the shoulders; a sympathetic tickling and contraction
of the muscles of the neck, anticipating a rope; a restless uneasiness to adjourn, dreading to face the
storm themselves have raised. Let the honest and indignant part of your council drive the wolves out of
the fold. Some of them have been thrown out of folds equally sacred, and should be denied the society
of civilized men.”
(This sounds like the many undesirables in the Congress of the United States today, of whom we
hopefully will be rid of many as this is being viewed.)
“But thanks be to my God, there is balm in Texas, and a physician near.” And the governor then, in the
capacity of a physician, proceeded to administer the balm by ordering the council to be forthwith
prorogued, “unless your body will make the necessary acknowledgement of your error, and forthwith”
(before twelve o’ clock tomorrow) “proceed” (by issuing a circular and furnishing expresses), “to give it
circulation and publicity, in a manner calculated to counteract its baleful effects.”
(Patience, this review will see more exciting passages.)

“But the council wouldn’t be prorogued, and refused to accept the balm. They referred the governor’s
message to a committee, who forthwith reported, “That they are unable to express any other views
than indignation at language so repulsive to every moral feeling of an honorable man, and astonishment
that this community should have been so miserably deceived in selecting, for the high office of
governor, a man whose language and conduct proves his early habits of association to have been vulgar
and depraved.” The report concluded with resolutions that they would sustain the dignity of the
government, and that Henry Smith be ordered forthwith to cease the functions of his office.”
(The quoted account doesn’t tell both sides of the story; Henry Smith, governor of the provisional
government, had several rivals who wanted him out. He dissolved the provisional government council
and they retaliated by impeaching him. Sam Houston was maneuvering in the field. Later on, Henry
Smith was appointed Houston’s treasury secretary in the first Houston administration. Smith was
elected to Congress in 1840, served one term, and left for the California gold rush in 1849, in which he
found no gold and died in a mining camp in 1851.)
“The next day they issued an address to the people in which they repelled the charges brought against
them in “that impudential document,” and brought counter-charges against his excellency himself. A
single paragraph is given by Mr. Gouge to show the character of this address---“All these acts of
stubbornness and perverseness were not sufficient to gratify his thirst for sole dominion. His dignity
was insulted at the idea of the existence of the coordinate branch of government to curb his acts and
check his usurpation. He became more and more restless until, enraged at the presumption of the
council, in the exercise of a constitutional right, he ignites; his fury, in a blaze, consumes his prudence;
he orders the council to disperse, shuts the door of communication between the two departments, and
proclaims himself the government.”
“At this rejoinder and counter attack Governor Smith seems to have been considerably astonished; and
sought to reconcile matters with the council by sending the next day a message in which, after
confessing that he had used “much asperity of language,” he concludes as follows---“Believing the rules
of Christian charity require us to bear and forbear, and as far as possible overlook the errors and foibles
of each other, in this case I may not have exercised towards your body that degree of forbearance which
was probably your due. If so, I have been laboring under error, and as such, hope you will have the
magnanimity to extend it to me, and the two branches again harmonize to the promotion of the true
interests of the country.” But it was of no use; Governor Smith’s “Christian charity” was exercised too
late. The council deposed him so far as they could, and for the remainder of the session, Lieutenant
Governor Robinson reigned in his stead.”
(There were factions in the early government of the Texas republic favoring different fiscal approaches.
We will observe how one faction led Texas down the wrong path, and how Sam Houston did so much to
resurrect what became virtually a financial corpse.)

“The formal establishment of a national treasury was one thing; the filling it with money was quite
another and different thing. And as sufficient funds for defraying the expenses of the government and
the army did not come from any of the expedients of taxation, loans, the establishment of companies
with banking privileges, the sale of lands, begging, or seizing private property by land and sea, the
republic next undertook to pay its way by drawing drafts on itself. To give these drafts credit and
circulation an act was passed, December 1836, “That it shall be the duty of the several collectors of
customs to receive the orders of the auditor upon the treasury of the republic when offered by
importers in payment of duties at the time of importation; and in June following, it was enacted, “That
properly audited drafts on the treasury of the republic shall be received in payment of taxes imposed,
except on billiard tables, retailers of liquors, and nine-pin alleys, or games of that kind.”
(It’s funny how the tax people favored exemptions for their personal pastimes. Seizing private property
by land and sea is a worrisome thing, as governments are tempted to cast law abiding as criminals in
order to secure additional revenue. “Drawing drafts on itself” does convey the hint of thin-air money
creation.)
“By these two acts, Texas gave her audited drafts a greater value than they would otherwise have
possessed, and caused them to pass into hands that otherwise would not have received them. From
first to last, the issue of these audited drafts amounted to about eight millions of dollars ($7,834,207).
They do not appear to have ever to any extent answered the purpose of currency; and the circumstance
that they were issued for odd numbers of dollars and cents, and when passed from hand to hand
required a calculation, doubtless contributed to prevent such a result. They gradually depreciated in
value, and in December 1837, one year after the passage of the act authorizing their reception for
custom dues, another act was passed declaring that the state would no longer receive such drafts in
payment of debts due to itself.”
(Unsound money, if it functions at all, progressively becomes more rickety, till full failure is obvious.)
“The greatest and best stroke of financial policy on the part of the new republic was, however, reserved
to the last; and in November 1837, when borrowing, begging, selling land scrip, and issuing audited
drafts had been exhausted as expedients for raising money, the government commenced the issue of
treasury notes. These notes were in the form of bank notes, and by law were required to be printed “in
neat form.” They were also for round or even sums, and mainly for small amounts, and specified on
their face “that they will be received in payment for lands and other public dues, or be redeemed with
any moneys in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.”
(Italics in the original.)

“And here commences by far the most valuable of all the lessons deducible from the study of the fiscal
experience of the Republic of Texas---a lesson, moreover, exceptionally interesting, from the
circumstance that we find in it a showing and demonstration that THE WORKING AND EFFECT OF A
SYSTEM OF IREDEEMABLE PAPER MONEY IS ONE AND THE SAME, WHETHER THE FIELD OF ITS
INFLUENCE BE A RICH, DENSELY POPULATED OLD COUNTRY LIKE AUSTRIA OR GREAT BRITAIN, OR A
DISTURBED, THINLY POPULATED COMMUNITY, WITH LITTLE ACCUMULATED CAPITAL, AND
OCCUPYING THE VERY BORDER LINE BETWEEN BARBARISM AND CIVILIZATION.”

“The first noticeable and most interesting fact connected with the history of these Texan treasury notes
is, that although the credit of Texas at the time of their issue was so bad that a foreign loan could not be
negotiated, and the audited drafts on the treasury had so far depreciated as to have but a nominal
value, and that of less than fifteen cents on the dollar, yet the notes themselves, though practically
unredeemable, were when first issued at par, or nearly par, with specie, and furthermore were kept so
for months, or until their issue exceeded in amount half a million dollars. The explanation of this curious
phenomenon is that the people of Texas, at the time of the authorization of these treasury notes, HAD
PRACTICALLY NO CIRCULATING MEDIUM FOR EFFECTING EXCHANGES, OR NONE THAT WAS REALLY
WORTHY OF THE NAME; and although a community can get along in its business without a currency, as
it can without horses and carts, ships and steam engines, all alike instrumentalities for effecting the
interchange of commodities, there is no community that will dispense with any of these agencies if it
can help it.”
“With the outbreak of the revolution the hammered money and the eagle money, as already stated,
soon disappeared. With the failure of the banks in 1837, THE NOTES OF THE BANKING INSTITUTIONS
OF THE STATES, WHICH HAD COME IN LIKE A FLOOD AND HAD SUPPLIED TO TEXAS THE VOID
OCCASIONED BY THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ITS SPECIE CIRCULATION, BECAME WORTHLESS; WHILE THE
ISSUE OF SHINPLASTERS OR FRACTIONAL NOTES OF PERSONS AND FIRMS, ALTHOUGH CONTINUED,
WAS BY LAW FORBIDDEN.”
“The want of some medium that should have one value, and would regulate prices and facilitate
exchanges, was therefore much felt; and when the government gave the people the best medium they
could, threw around it all the guarantees that it was in their power to supply, and issued no more of the
“medium” than was necessary to meet a specific want, the people in turn accorded to the medium a
value proportional to the work it performed or the necessity it supplied. The first issue of notes, in

addition to a pledge of government faith to receive them in payment of all public dues and to redeem
them as soon as there was anything to redeem them with, carried also a promise of ten percent
interest; a rate easily calculated, and which offered an inducement for hoarding the notes, to such
Texans as could afford it and had also faith in their ultimate payment.”
“The whole revenue from customs was also devoted to sustaining the credit of these treasury notes, and
about this time the laws for raising a revenue from imports began to be effective; the gross revenue
accruing from the customs for the quarter ending September 30, 1837, having been about sixty
thousand dollars.”
“The Texans were, moreover, exceedingly wise in their day and generation in another matter. The
original treasury notes, although intended to serve as currency, were nevertheless, from the fact that
they carried ten per cent interest, in reality a species of national bond; and being issued in round sums
of small amounts, as low even as one dollar, they were taken up as investments, or speculated in by
persons of very small means, who never regarded themselves in any sense as capitalists. Very
considerable sums thus found their way into the United States and were permanently held there, and
even the negroes of New Orleans were enabled to enjoy the luxury of speculating in foreign securities,
It is also curious to recall that at the time of the formation of the syndicate in 1870-1871, for the
purpose of funding the national debt of the United States at a lower rate of interest than six per cent,
this very same plan that worked so successfully in Texas in 1837 was brought forward and urged before
the committees of Congress with great ingenuity and ability, by the then head of the European banking
firm of Bowles Brothers, as a condition precedent and essential to placing permanently a large amount
of Federal securities among the masses in Europe at a very low rate of interest.”
(Bowles Brothers of London had branches in Paris, New York and Boston, and went bankrupt in
November 1872 due to fraudulent securities actions.)
“According to Mr. Gouge, Texas treasury notes continued to be at par, or nearly at par, with specie, until
their amount exceeded half a million dollars. If we take the population of Texas at that time as about
forty thousand, and suppose that one fifth of the entire issue of half a million was hoarded, or floated
off into the United States, then the result affords a very striking and curious confirmation of the theory
held by many of the best informed bankers and economists, that an average of about ten dollars per
capita is the utmost limit of paper money that a community can permanently float, and at the same time
keep on a level or par with specie. The theory is that if the notes are redeemable in specie on demand,
and more than ten dollars per capita is issued, the excess will be presented for redemption and be thus
voluntarily retired. If the notes are not redeemable on presentation, the moment the line of excess is
passed, THAT SAME MOMENT INDICATES THE COMMENCEMENT OF PERMANENT DEPRECIATION.”
(That’s about right; paper money must get some backing by hard metal and the more fractional the
reserve, the more unsound the currency becomes.)
“It is also a fact in regard to the Continental money, that so long as its issue was not in excess of thirty
millions, or at the rate of about ten dollars per capita, or up to January 1778, its maximum depreciation
was not in excess of five percent, as compared with specie. BUT ALL HISTORY SHOWS THAT WHEN A

NATION HAS EMBARKED IN A SCHEME OF IRREDEEMABLE PAPER MONEY, IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT,
IF NOT WHOLLY IMPOSSIBLE, TO RESIST THE CURRENT AND DRIFT OF ITS INFLUENCE; AND THE
EXPERIENCE OF TEXAS CONSTITUTES NO EXCEPTION TO THIS GENERAL RULE.”
(Fiat money is a candy store for politicians who want to get something for nothing and give it to their
backers at the expense of the general level of prices, and more debt for later generations.)
“The five hundred thousand paper treasury dollars had done good service; they had doubtless been
printed in a “neat form” as the law provided; had proved attractive to the masses, and had relieved the
most urgent financial necessities of the republic. Why should not the people of Texas have more of so
good a thing? They accordingly, through their legislative agents and representatives determined to have
more; and in the spring of 1838 a bill bearing the familiar title of “An Act to define and limit the issue of
promissory notes,” was reported in the House of Representatives, which authorized an additional issue
of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. The Senate, however, increased the existing amount to one
million, and as thus amended, the bill passed both houses by large majorities.”
(Monument to General Sam Houston in Hermann Park, Houston, unveiled in 1925) ---

“Sturdy and honest Sam Houston was the President, AND WHEN THE BILL CAME UP FOR HIS
SIGNATURE, HE PROMPTLY VETOED IT, and gave his reasons therefor in a message, SO FULL OF
COMMON SENSE AND SOUND PRINCIPLES THAT THERE IS NOTHING WHICH THE PEOPLE OF THE
UNITED STATES COULD TODAY READ WITH GREATER PROFIT AND INSTRUCTION. Indeed, it would
almost seem as if he had before him, at the time of writing, the present condition of the United States,
rather than that of his own people. He says, “When the (treasury note) currency was projected, both
the government and the country were without resources. National existence and freedom had been
achieved, but the struggle had left us destitute and naked. There were no banks! There was no money!
Our lands could not be sold, and the public credit was of doubtful character! To avoid the absolute
dissolution of the government, it became necessary to resort to some expedient that might furnish
temporary relief. This could only be effected by creating a currency that should command some degree
of credit abroad.”

(It wasn’t that Houston preferred paper to specie; rather, most specie had for a time exited the territory,
and his Congress may have acted thus based on the experience of the Continentals. He was fully aware
of the bank wars Andrew Jackson and Martin Van Buren were fighting, and later President John Tyler,
against unbacked currency, against another British controlled central bank and in favor of gold and
silver.)

“It was hoped and believed, that if a small issue of government paper was made, with specific means of
redemption pointed out, which appeared to be ample and well guaranteed, and the government should
evince a prudent and discreet judgment in its management, it would command such articles in the
market of the United States as were indispensable to the country. The result has justified the
expectation.”
“But he continues, and his words are as full of truth now as then, “The government will never be able by
all the issues it can make, to satisfy the demands of private speculation and interest. The vast issues of
all the banks in the United States (reference being here made to the condition of things in 1836-1837),
in their most extended condition, failed to attain this object. There has not probably been in circulation
at any time, more than half a million of dollars. The present bill requires the secretary of the treasury to
increase the issue to a million. No time or discretion is allowed to that officer. THE CIRCULATION OF
THE COUNTRY IS TO BE DOUBLED IN AS LITTLE TIME AS IS REQUIRED TO ISSUE THE PAPER.”
(This sounds a great deal like what we’re reading today as we await more “stimulus” and “easing”
measures!)

“The objections of the executive for the moment prevailed; but another bill was passed a week after, to
increase the amount of treasury notes to one million; and at the same time, it specifically appropriated
four hundred and fifty thousand of such notes, or an amount nearly equal to the whole existing issue, to
the payment of the army, navy, and civil indebtedness. THE BARRIERS AGAINST UNLIMITED INFLATION

WERE THUS REMOVED, and from this time there does not appear to have been any effort to restrain
further action in this direction.”
(Houston’s veto was overridden, and on December 19, 1838, Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar, another
great soldier, was elected President of Texas. His inflationary policies and profligate spending would
lead to a second term for Houston.)
“The first issue of these notes, as already stated, carried interest. The new issues were without interest,
and on account of a red impression on their back, were everywhere known as “redbacks;” thus affording
another example in illustration of the proverb that “history repeats itself.”
(The redbacks were issued in 1839 under President Mirabeau B. Lamar, and were accounted as worth 37
cents to a U.S. dollar; by 1842 they achieved zero! Lamar’s inflationary mismanagement and runaway
budget led to a massive outcry for Sam Houston to serve a second term, which he did, and accomplished
great fiscal service to the people of Texas. That’s Mirabeau B. Lamar, 1798-1859, below the Monopoly
money redback) ---

“As might have been expected, with the authorization of the new notes the notes began to depreciate;
and THE DEPRECIATION INCREASED WITH EACH ADDITIONAL EMISSION. In all, paper money in the
form of treasury notes to the nominal amount of $4,717,939 was issued. In January 1839, THESE NOTES
WERE WORTH NO MORE THAN FORTY CENTS ON THE DOLLAR; IN THE SPRING OF 1839 THEY WERE
WORTH THIRTY SEVEN AND A HALF CENTS; AND IN 1842 THEY FELL TO TEN CENTS, TO FIVE CENTS, TO
FOUR, TO THREE, TO TWO, AND FINALLY BECAME UTTERLY WORTHLESS.”
(Don’t expect to locate any university economists who intend to give a lecture as to the risks of
unfunded paper currency! If a student makes remarks as to the necessity of silver in the exchange
system, he or she risks a failing grade, or a cheap, condescending quip that they should “go visit the
Mental Health Association.”)

“In the characteristic language of the times, it required, before the close of President Lamar’s
administration, “fifteen dollars in treasury notes to buy three glasses of brandy and water, without
sugar. To the treasury notes succeeded what were termed “exchequer bills;” but they were
comparatively few in number, and never passed to any extent into circulation. “By this time,” says Mr.
Gouge, “there was little circulating medium of any kind in Texas. THE EVILS THIS SYSTEM DID WERE
IMMENSE, and such as for which, even were it so disposed, THE GOVERNMENT COULD AFFORD NO
COMPENSATION TO THE SUFFERERS. They no doubt, however, like others in similar circumstances,
attributed the want of circulating medium the evils they suffered from want of circulating capital.”
(Watch the Obama regime---not administration—offer to help “sufferers” by bailing out JPMorganChase
of its precious metals shorts! Will Blythe Masters from England--- of JPM’s silver shorts be shielded by
Sir Alan Collins, British Consul General at New York, or by Sir Nigel Elton Sheinwald, British Ambassador
in DC, both career diplomats and confirmed Pilgrims Society members?)
“In all, from first to last, the amount of “promissory notes,” “audited drafts,” “exchequer bills,” bonds,
etc., issued by the Texan treasury, and serving to a greater or less extent as “circulating medium,”
amounted to $13,318,145; or reckoning the population at fifty thousand, more than two hundred and
sixty six dollars per capita. IF PAPER ISSUES COULD HAVE MADE A PEOPLE RICH, THE TEXANS OUGHT
TO HAVE BEEN THE RICHEST PEOPLE IN THE UNIVERSE.”
(Franklin Sanders recently made comments contrasting what he called “social construct” money and
“substance” money. It seems that “social construct” money could be termed “elitist construct” money
and just call the real thing “real money.” Value must be received for value, and an infinite quantity of
anything reduces its value potentially to zero. Conniving efforts to juggle terminology nevertheless
leave paper money what it is in the end---a shadow in a vacuum!)
“One other thing in connection with this subject ought specially to be mentioned in all honor to the
Texans. In the midst of their poverty, and crushed almost to the earth with their burden of financial
necessities, THEY NEVER MADE THEIR GOVERNMENT PAPER A LEGAL TENDER IN THE PAYMENT OF
PRIVATE DEBTS; EVERY MAN WAS LEFT AT LIBERTY TO REFUSE OR RECEIVE TREASURY NOTES AT HIS
OPTION. THE RESULT WAS THAT WHEN REDBACKS WERE ALMOST THE EXCLUSIVE CIRCULATING
MEDIUM, SPECIE WAS THE STANDARD OF ULTIMATE REFERENCE. IF A MAN BOUGHT AN ARTICLE ON
CREDIT, HE GAVE A NOTE PROMISING TO PAY DOLLARS IN SILVER, OR SO MANY TREASURY NOTES AS
SHOULD, WHEN THE NOTE FELL DUE, BE WORTH AN EQUIVALENT OF THE AMOUNT OWED IN SILVER.”
(What can the defenders of unbacked currency say to that? Precious metals can’t go broke, unfunded
paper is “genetically defective,” so to speak, and unrestrained issues ignite its demise. Take a survey
and see how many people understand what you mean by “unfunded paper!” Friends, we have a lot of
educating to accomplish.)
“But another and no less curious part of this history yet remains to be told. The experiment of paper
issues, not redeemable in specie on demand, to supply the office and function of money, or circulating
medium, had been fully and fairly tried in Texas, and the people, one and all, were so entirely satisfied
with their experiences, THAT THEY WANTED NO MORE FOR ALL TIME, LIKE IT. They accordingly did not

content themselves with mere ordinary legislation; but when the convention came together,
immediately after the consummation of the act of annexation to the United States, to form a State
constitution, the delegates, by one of their earliest acts, inserted in the constitution the following
sections, which were afterwards ratified by the people” --“IN NO CASE SHALL THE LEGISLATURE HAVE POWER TO ISSUE TREASURY WARRANTS, TREASURY
NOTES, OR PAPER OF ANY DESCRIPTION INTENDED TO CIRCULATE AS MONEY.”
“The movement against the continued use of paper money, in fact, commenced in Texas at a date
considerably earlier than that above indicated; the last president of Texas, Anson Jones, in December
1844, using in his inaugural the following language” --“THE FALLACY AND DANGER OF A FICTITIOUS PAPER CURRENCY HAVING BEEN DEMONSTRATED BY
EVERY CIVILIZED NATION UPON THE EARTH, AND TEXAS HAVING ONCE PARTICIPATED IN THIS
DEMONSTRATION, SHOULD NOW ABANDON THE EXPERIMENT AND RESORT IN TIME TO WHAT THE
EXPERIENCE OF THE PAST HAS CONCLUSIVELY SHOWN TO BE THE ONLY SAFE EXPEDIENT FOR
GOVERNMENTS---A HARD MONEY CURRENCY AS CIRCULATING MEDIUM.”

(Above, Anson Jones, 1798-1858, last President of the Republic of Texas, December 1844 through
February 1846, was vehemently opposed to the fraudulent Texas Railroad & Navigation Banking
Company, and was known as the “father of annexation” to the United States, something Sam Houston
worked hard for and had maintained contact first with President Jackson, who on March 3, 1837,
recognized the Republic of Texas; then with the great Van Buren and Tyler administrations. Those were
the four greatest monetary Presidential administrations in American history---Jackson was a two term
Chief Executive.)
“In accordance with this recommendation, THE CONGRESS OF TEXAS, IN ONE OF ITS LAST ACTS,
FORBADE THE FURTHER ISSUE BY THE GOVERNMENT OF “ANY DESCRIPTION OF PAPER REPRESENTING
MONEY INTENDED FOR CIRCULATION, OR TO BE RECEIVED IN PAYMENT OF ANY CLASS OF REVENUE;”
AND REQUIRED THE SECRETARY TO CAUSE TO BE DESTROYED ALL THE EXCHEQUER BILLS RECEIVED AT
THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.”
(The Texans realized they’d have to rely on barter, and use what relatively little specie they had, until
annexation was consummated. After that, they believed specie would flow into the State. That wasn’t
just exactly what happened; however, that’s a subject for another research. The Mexican War was soon

to start, in which the United States would capture the great South West, then the Civil War came a short
generation afterwards, with its destructive upheavals. “Exchequer bills” is distressingly suggestive of
British fiat currency concepts! What follows is more verbatim statements from the reformed Texas
Congress, after their hellish experiences with fiat notes) --“No corporate body shall hereafter be created, renewed, or extended, with banking or discounting
privileges.”
(They had become very fearful of banks, especially after the tumultuous Panic of 1837.)
“THE LEGISLATURE SHALL PROHIBIT BY LAW INDIVIDUALS FROM ISSUING BILLS, CHECKS, OR
PROMISSORY NOTES, OR OTHER PAPER, TO CIRCULATE AS MONEY.”
(I own several pieces of paper that might be used as money---automobile titles; though these lack the
best characteristics of sound hard metallic money. The Texans, or Texians, were severely burned by the
huge quantity of unfunded paper their legislature, over Sam Houston’s objections, mistakenly unleashed
on the fledgling Republic. After Mirabeau Lamar’s profligate administration, the Texans clamored to
reinstall Houston as President, so he could start correcting the budgetary catastrophe Lamar created.)
“It is never,” says Mr. Gouge, in noticing the peculiarities of this condition of Texas, “WITHOUT DEEP
EXPERIENCE OF THE EVILS OF PAPER ISSUES THAT THE PEOPLE IMPOSE SUCH RESTRICTIONS ON THEIR
RULERS.” And the first legislature that convened after the adoption of the constitution made the
following further enactment” --“NO PERSON OR PERSONS WITHIN THIS STATE SHALL ISSUE ANY BILL, PROMISSORY NOTE, CHECK, OR
OTHER PAPER, TO CIRCULATE AS MONEY.”
“EVERY PERSON WHO MAY VIOLATE THIS ACT SHALL BE SUBJECT TO INDICTMENT THEREFOR BY A
GRAND JURY, AT ANY TIME WITHIN TWELVE MONTHS AFTER SO OFFENDING; AND SHALL BE SUBJECT
TO A FINE OF NOT LESS THAN TEN DOLLARS, NOR MORE THAN FIFTY DOLLARS, FOR EACH AND EVERY
BILL, PROMISSORY NOTE, CHECK, OR OTHER PAPER, ISSUED BY THEM IN VIOLATION OF THE FIRST
SECTION OF THIS ACT.”
“THESE MEASURES PRACTICALLY PUT AN END TO THE PAPER MONEY SYSTEM OF TEXAS.”
(This is fascinating historical commentary, and completely applicable to the dilemma currently facing
these United States! It’s disgraceful that “educators” remain silent on these devastating facts!)
“Various subterfuges were afterwards resorted to, and by means of them paper money, to a very limited
extent, found its way into circulation in Texas after its annexation to the United States. But as a rule,
THE COMMUNITY NEVER AGAIN LOOKED WITH FAVOR UPON ANY OTHER CURRENCY THAN SPECIE.
The result of such a policy on the development and business of the State was thus reported by Mr.
Gouge in 1852, seven years after its adoption---“THE RESULT OF THIS HARD MONEY POLICY IS THAT
BUSINESS IN TEXAS RESTS ON A MORE STABLE FOUNDATION THAN IT DOES IN MANY OTHER PARTS
OF THE UNION. That it is absolutely free from vicissitudes is what we do not assert. But, unbolstered by

bank credits, AND GOVERNED BY THAT BEST OF ALL REGULATORS, GOLD AND SILVER, her merchants
limit their purchases of goods abroad by the actual demands of the planters at home, measuring that
demand by the surplus crops the planters have to dispose of. Exchanges are regular. The maximum
rates never exceed the cost of transporting specie, and often fall below it.”
“A gentleman at Austin told us that he had in the course of years negotiated bills on New York, to the
amount of two hundred thousand dollars, and had seldom given either premium or discount. At
Galveston, exchanges on New York have not for years been at any time more than one and a half
premium.” Prices, Mr. Gouge observes, were not low, but quite as high as they are (other things
considered) in the most paper-loving portions of the Union; thus showing that “HARD MONEY AND
HIGH PRICES ARE NOT INCOMPATIBLE.”
“The rate of interest is high, because the profits of trade are great. Money is scarce, as money ought to
be, FOR WITHOUT SCARCITY IT WOULD LOSE ITS VALUE. But gold and silver in Texas is quite as
plentiful, in proportion to other circulating wealth, as paper money is in New York or Massachusetts.”
(In this context, “other circulating wealth” has to be a reference to barter merchandise.)
“Mr. Gouge also, in his record, brings out two other series of facts in connection with the history of the
paper money of Texas, which from their parallelism with results obtained on a larger scale, but under
similar circumstances, in the United States and other countries, are especially worthy of notice. The first
relates to THE INCENTIVE GIVEN BY PAPER MONEY TO NATIONAL EXTRAVAGANCE AND INCREASE OF
EXPENDITURES; and in this respect the experience of Texas was as follows. The revolution broke out in
1835. From that time until the close of 1838, the period covering the main military operations and the
practical achievement of independence, the Republic of Texas incurred a debt of less than two millions
of dollars. This small amount was not due to the circumstance that the government had any objection
to running in debt; “but because few would trust, except such as could not well avoid so doing.” In
1838, Mirabeau B. Lamar was elected president, and held office for three years, or until December 1841.
The period of his administration was one of comparative peace, BUT IT WAS ALSO THE ERA OF PAPER
MONEY AND PROFUSION. LAMAR IN HIS THREE YEARS TERM INCREASED THE NATIONAL DEBT FROM
LESS THAN TWO MILLIONS TO UPWARDS OF SEVEN MILLIONS. The average annual expenses of his
government were also $1,618,405.”
(To be clear, because these passages by Mr. Gouge and David A. Wells lack a certain specificity---it was
Sam Houston’s Congress that caused the run-up in debt and the start of paper money problems---not
General Houston, whom they virtually deposed after his first administration, bringing in Mirabeau B.
Lamar, who would give them the spending spree of fiat currency they fantasized about. There isn’t
space here to detail the many intrigues connected to conflicts in political figures, such as the friction
between David Burnet and Sam Houston, which nearly culminated in a pistol duel. Do any of you who
were high school and collegiate students somewhere in Texas remember mention in your Texas history
and government class or textbooks of the fiscal debacle occasioned in the Texas Republic by the paper
money experiment? I had several such classes and don’t recall any such lessons or references, especially

about how in the end the Texans and their Congress made declarations abominating paper currencies,
and legislated against such risky experimentation!)
“In 1841 General Houston took office as president for a second term. THE PAPER MONEY BUBBLE HAD
EXPLODED, but Mexican hostilities, which in General Lamar’s administration only threatened, now
actually broke out. Yet IN GENERAL HOUSTON’S LAST ADMINISTRATION NOT ONLY WAS THE
NATIONAL DEBT NOT INCREASED, except by increments of interest and by the bringing in of back
accounts; BUT THE AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENSES OF THE REPUBLIC WERE REDUCED FROM $1,618,405
TO $170,361.”
(The great Sam Houston, extraordinarily brave soldier, military genius, hard money man, and enemy of
runaway government spending and debt) ---

(Sam Houston, easily greater than any man on today’s scene, reduced Republic of Texas operating
expenses by almost 90%, and did so immediately! Could we have a President such as Sam Houston, all
Federal bureaucrats would be at risk of being offered, as Obama terms it, “shovel ready jobs,” in the
private sector, if they could find any! Sam Houston would show no clemency to any manner of waste or
profligate spending, and would force the government to spend within its means, and aggressively pare
down the debt! Because of pervasive banker influence combined with the drawing off of middle class
activism in government by the manipulative agencies of professional sports distractions and inane TV
broadcast content like Oprah Winfrey, the bankers have had their way on Capitol Hill, and Americans
standard of living continues to suffer as a consequence! If the facts were fully realized, Sam Houston
would likely emerge as one of the half dozen best chief executives to ever hold the helm of any ship of
state in the collective history of the world! Let it be kept in mind that Houston himself was the closest
associate of Andrew Jackson!)

“Mr. Gouge claims that this experience of the republic under President Houston, from 1842 to 1844
inclusive, shows “that if it had been possible for the Texans to be hard money and prompt payment
men, they might have achieved their independence and defrayed all the expenses of the republic, at a
cost of two hundred thousand a year. But the Texans never became economical until constrained by
necessity.” So long as they could borrow, or induce any one to take their paper money, they were
extravagant; but when they could borrow no longer, AND THEIR PAPER MONEY REFUSED TO
CIRCULATE, then they became saving.”
(What manner of cataclysm awaits if paper money refuses to circulate, because it no longer buys
anything? Are you holding some silver coins? Consider how unlikely it was that General Houston would
have not seized the treasure chest from the invader and distributed it to his men! He knew what the
best form of money was!)
“The second series of facts relates to the influence which AN EXCESS OF PAPER CURRENCY IN TEXAS
EXERTED IN ENCOURAGING IMPORTS AND DISCOURAGING EXPORTS. Thus during the administration
of Lamar, 1839-1840, when treasury notes were the circulating medium, and money was, as it is termed,
“abundant,” the imports were nearly six times as great as the exports; or an average of $1,442,733 of
imports per annum compared with an average of $247,459 of exports. On the contrary, in two years of
Houston’s second term, 1843-1844, when such notes were no longer current, THE EXPORTS NEARLY
EQUALED THE IMPORTS; the average annual import being $578,854 as compared with an average
annual export of $506,444.”
(Sam Houston’s official direction of the government resulted in a superb attempt at absolute balance of
trade; that was a very sensational ratio to achieve, considering the mess he inherited from Mirabeau
Lamar. 1963 stamp commemorated Sam Houston, and note the postage rate increases to the present,
another demonstration of paper currency inflation!)

“WHETHER THE MEMORY OF THE EVENTS AND EXPERIENCES THUS RECORDED HAS BEEN KEPT ALIVE
IN TEXAS, WE KNOW NOT; BUT ONE THING IS CERTAIN, THAT FROM THE ANNEXATION OF TEXAS TO
THE PRESENT DAY, HER PEOPLE HAVE EVINCED NO LOVE FOR PAPER MONEY.”
(We just remarked about our high school and university scholastic textbooks and instructors;
predictably, the bankers early on realized that to pollute the national finances with fiat currency, it was
necessary to buy out, fund, or establish publishing houses, and professional societies of allegedly
distinguished economists and historians, in order to black out the relevant history we so desperately
need to be aware of, and to brainwash the public into believing that “paper money is money!”)
“During the rebellion, Confederate money found little favor in Texas, and circulated only under the
pressure of military law and necessity; along the lines of the several railroads, fares and freights have
been latterly paid in currency; and since the opening of the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas Railroad,
currency has gradually entered to a greater or less extent into the transactions of merchants; BUT IN
THE INTERIOR, CATTLE AND COTTON CAN BE PURCHASED ONLY FOR SPECIE, AND WITH THE AVERAGE
TEXAN, WHO TRAVELS WITH AN OX TEAM OR ON MULE BACK, THE GREENBACK OBTAINS NO
RECOGNITION.”
(End of article review. Let’s look at several other sources on Houston before closing.)
Sam Houston himself remarked, “All new states are invested by a class of noisy, second-rate men who
are always in favor of rash and extreme measures, but Texas was absolutely overrun by such men.” This
was a reference to the majority in his first Republic of Texas Congress, who favored doubling the paper
circulation, and had their way over his responsible veto. Houston was highly aware of monetary
realities, having had his conception of these reinforced by following events in the United States, after
arriving in Texas. He remained in contact with his overshadowing mentor, Andrew Jackson, who on
March 30, 1837, wrote in a letter to the new President, Martin Van Buren, who had been his vice
president--“CHECK THE PAPER MANIA AND THE REPUBLIC IS SAFE.”
Those nine words---succinct and so profound---can serve as the remedy for our national problems, over
173 years after Jackson penned them. We have fiat paper currency, paper silver and paper gold, fouling

the ostensibly free markets of our nation, screaming to high Heaven for another Jackson or Houston, to
appear and lead the charge towards rectification of such evils!
The June 1855 issue of Putnam’s Monthly Magazine, page 664, mentioned General Sam Houston as a
Presidential possibility, and again in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, April 1866, page 632, “The Last
Years of Sam Houston.” The Harper’s article stated that Sam was “possessed of remarkable and intuitive
quickness of perception” (page 630) and added “he was always guided by the principles of economy,
humanity and justice” (page 631).
The Century Magazine, August 1884, in its article, “General Sam Houston,” had some points I’d like to
present, showing again what a magnificent titan of a man Sam Houston truly was!
“Houston was always sensitive to money obligations.” ---page 495
From page 497 we read that Sam Houston, on March 27, 1814, not quite 21 years of age, at the Battle of
Horseshoe Bend (one of the engagements of the War of 1812 with Great Britain), Houston was badly
wounded in the thigh, requiring three attempts to remove the projectile, and suffered and bled badly;
General Jackson himself ordered Houston to withdraw from the remainder of the engagement, to which
Houston begged to continue, Jackson forbidding him; after General Jackson rode off, Sam Houston
nevertheless continued fighting! Houston’s father was a member of a rifle brigade in the American
Revolution, and became a brigadier in the Virginia militia. There was no way Sam was going to disgrace
his own father by holding back anything he could give of himself towards defeating the enemy!
From page 498 we learn that Sam Houston additionally sustained a wound afflicting both a shoulder and
its corresponding arm; the text states--“The gallant conduct of Houston in this battle was the subject of general remark, AND WON FOR HIM
THE ESTEEM AND ADMIRATION OF GENERAL JACKSON, WHICH SUBSEQUENT EVENTS BUT
STRENGTHENED.”
(Anyone who rated superlatives from Andrew Jackson had of necessity to be composed of the same
rarified qualities as Andy himself---the one great man who defeated Great Britain on both the military
and the monetary field!)
On page 499 we note --“In 1823 he was sent to Congress from the Nashville district by a handsome majority, and in 1825 was
returned without opposition, OTHER ASPIRANTS KNOWING IT WOULD BE USELESS TO ENTER THE
CANVASS AGAINST HIM.”
(That says a great deal about Sam Houston, who the Cherokees nicknamed “The Raven”! In 1832
Andrew Jackson sent Sam Houston to Texas to make treaties with the native tribes for the protection of
American traders. There was a pro wrestler, Paul Orndorff, known as “Mr. Wonderful,” who said of
himself---“None of you can ever be as good as Mr. Wonderful; just don’t even think about it!” That’s

something Sam Houston could justifiably have said of himself, but had no interest in any such display of
callous vanity.)
“In 1827 General Houston was elected Governor of the State of Tennessee by a majority of nearly
twelve thousand, as successor to General William Carroll. So great was his popularity, and such was the
confidence of the Legislature in his executive ability, that THEY OPPOSED NONE OF HIS MEASURES.”
(Compare that to the increasingly adversarial relationship of Obama to today’s Congress! More from
page 499) --At the Battle of San Jacinto on April 21, 1836, “A ball struck General Houston’s ankle, inflicting a very
painful wound, at the same instant his horse was struck in the breast. THOUGH SUFFERING GREATLY
AND BLEEDING BADLY, GENERAL HOUSTON WAS ABLE TO KEEP HIS SADDLE DURING THE ENTIRE
ACTION.”
(Houston’s heroics during the War of 1812 were fully equal to those of Jackson, who returned to
command combat operations atop his stallion mere 34 days after being shot twice; a generation later,
Houston again confirmed himself to be the absolute antithesis of any kind of coward! He in fact had
four horses shot out from underneath him during the Battle of San Jacinto! Many men would have lost
their nerve after the first horse went down; after the second and then the third horse, all but a few men
in a million would have been reduced to a quivering mass of nerves and cold sweat---but not Sam
Houston! It was no error on Andrew Jackson’s part that he delegated command responsibilities to
Houston in the War of 1812! We should also recognize the fantastic differences between these great
men of yesteryear, and those of today’s so-called “Chief executives!” Whereas today’s commanders in
chief securely and comfortably reside in the White House, sending troops into combat to face death,
blindness, burns, disease and dismemberment, the Jacksons and the Houstons of times past actually led
troops into fierce battles, facing gunfire, maiming and fatality themselves! Mexican General Santa Anna
was brought before his conqueror, Sam Houston, the day after the battle) ---

On page 503 we find that Sam Houston’s forces took 730 Mexican soldiers prisoner at the Battle of San
Jacinto, and we also find this commentary---

“GENERAL HOUSTON BECAME AT ONCE THE LEADING MAN IN TEXAS, ALMOST UNIVERSAL APPLAUSE
FOLLOWING HIM. As soon as quiet and order were restored he was made the first President of the new
republic under the Constitution adopted November, 1835, which was borrowed largely from that of the
United States.”
(The previous painting depicts General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna in plain enlisted soldier’s garb,
which he attempted as a disguise of his identity to escape after the decisive battle was lost. Below he’s
shown in full military regalia) ---

(It may be hard to believe, but this was President Sam Houston’s official residence during his first term
in office! Talk about humility and austerity!) ---

We find this on page 504--“During the term of his successor, Mirabeau B. Lamar, General Houston served two terms in the
Congress of the young republic. He did much good to the country, ON ONE OCCASION PREVENTING AN
ACTUAL DISSOLUTION OF THE GOVERNMENT BY THE MAGIC OF HIS GREAT SPEECH IN CONGRESS,
when that body was just on the point of adjourning.”
“He was faithful to every obligation of life during his public career in Texas, as he had ever been
elsewhere. His policy was marked by rigid economy of the revenues of the State, protection against
Mexico, and friendly relations with the border Indians.”
Sam Houston’s bedroom in Huntsville, Texas---

Page 505 contains this passage--“One of the questions presented by our presidential election of 1844 was the annexation of Texas,
which took place in 1845; and ex-President Houston and his fast friend AND COIN PATRIOT, General
Thomas J. Rusk, were made her first Senators, taking their seats in January 1846. THESE MEN OF
COMMANDING MIEN PRODUCED SOMETHING OF A SENSATION, coming to sit in the nations council
house as the representatives of a people who had, of their own free will, withdrawn their flag from the
seas, their national symbol from the world, and their ministers from abroad, to become merely an
integral part of our Union. Whatever views others may have entertained on the question of States
rights, General Houston was well aware of what had been lost and what had been gained in the step his
State had taken. His course in the Senate is well known to have been conservative. He voted for the
Oregon compromise measure and if he could, would have averted the war with Mexico. He cast his vote
for the Oregon Territorial bill with the slavery exclusion clause; for this he was assailed, but he was
finally sustained by his constituency. After the passage of these compromise measures, THERE WAS NO
MORE JUSTLY POPULAR MAN IN THE SOUTH THAN GENERAL HOUSTON, AND IN 1852 HE WAS
ENTHUSIASTICALLY ENDORSED FOR THE PRESIDENCY BY BOTH THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION AND
THE LEGISLATURE OF HIS STATE; AND HAD NOT POLITICIANS WATCHED CLOSELY, HE WOULD HAVE
BEEN THE PRESIDENT OF THE WHITE HOUSE.”
(The article said Houston was a man “of commanding mien;” evidently so, as his accomplishments and
personality made him tower above ordinary men like a Sequoia over match sticks! Below, Thomas
Jefferson Rusk, one of Houston’s brilliant field commanders at the Battle of San Jacinto, became
Secretary of War for the Republic of Texas on March 17, 1836. Rusk signed the Texas Declaration of
Independence and chaired the committee to revise the Constitution of the Republic of Texas. On
December 12, 1838, he was appointed Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme Court, a post he held until
June 30, 1840. He was a United States Senator from Texas, 1846-1857. Rusk County in East Texas
comprises 939 square miles. For insight as to the expression “coin patriot,” be advised that the group of
politicians who advocated hard gold and silver money were accorded that label; when Andrew Jackson
ordered the issue of new gold coins for circulation, they were referred to as “Jackson’s yellow boys.”
According to the Wikipedia entry on Rusk--- “After being admitted to the bar in 1825, Rusk began his law
practice in Clarkesville, Georgia. In 1827, he married Mary F. Cleveland, the daughter of General John
Cleveland. Rusk became a business partner of his father-in-law after the marriage. He lived in the gold
region of Georgia and made sizable mining investments. In 1834, however, the managers of the
company in which he had invested embezzled all the funds and fled to Mexican Texas. Rusk pursued

them to Nacogdoches, but never recovered the money.” President James Buchanan offered to appoint
Rusk Postmaster General in 1857, which he declined due to incapacity. Rusk, 1803-1857 committed
suicide. Despondent over his wife’s death from tuberculosis in 1856, he also had a growth at the base of
his neck that made it difficult to sleep; he used a pistol to end his suffering) ---

(Sam Houston was deposed from the Governorship of Texas on March 18, 1861, because he would not
agree to seccession. He feared for his beloved Texas, being well aware of the greatly superior Northern
population and its industries. He wanted to spare Texas the devastation of war. He was also aware of
British incitement to both sides of the conflict, a matter for other investigation. Page 506 recounts) --“When the conflict came he retired to his almost unimproved place on Galveston Bay, crushed in spirit
and broken down in body. He remained on his place until Galveston Bay was occupied by Federal
gunboats, when he returned to his old home at Huntsville. Martial law having been proclaimed in Texas,
he wrote a strong protest against it, based on the Bill of Rights, but he could not get his views published
until the despotism had ended. On one occasion at Houston a pass was demanded of him, when the
fearless old man drew himself up proudly and said---“Go to San Jacinto, and there learn my right to
travel in Texas.”
(How significant really was Sam Houston’s smashing victory at the Battle of San Jacinto that merited the
construction of the tallest obelisk in these United States, exceeding the Washington Monument by 15
feet? The inscription on the monument makes the following fully supportable statement) --"Measured by its results, San Jacinto was one of the decisive battles of the world. The freedom of Texas
from Mexico won here led to annexation and to the Mexican War, resulting in the acquisition by the
United States of the States of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, California, Utah, and parts of
Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas and Oklahoma. Almost one-third of the present area of the American
nation, nearly a million square miles of territory, changed sovereignty."

(Continuing with page 506 of the 1884 article) --“Soon after arriving at his home at Huntsville, General Houston received news of the wounding and
capture of his son, then a mere boy in the Confederate army. This severe blow, uniting with his
increased bodily infirmities and the mental anxieties of the past few years, wore away his life, and on
the 26th of July, 1863, aged 71 years, he died. While at the very height of his political popularity he had
united with the Baptist Church, and he died in its fold, at peace with God and with Christian forgiveness
of all his enemies. His last days were spent in supplicating the mercy of God for his helpless family and
distracted country. Having married late, he left a widow with eight children, none of whom had reached
maturity. Mrs. Houstons death occurred at Independence, Texas, December 6, 1867.”
(The monument seen below to Sam Houston quoted Andrew Jackson saying, “The world will take care of
Houston’s fame.”)

On June 8, 1845, arriving about one hour after Andrew Jackson’s death in the late afternoon at his
Tennessee estate, General Houston drew his son to his side as he faced his chieftain’s death bed and
said---

“My son, TRY TO REMEMBER THAT YOU HAVE LOOKED ON THE FACE OF ANDREW JACKSON!”
We have a hand full of men on today’s political scene having intentions fully as beneficial as those of
Jackson and Houston, yet none are surrounded by a veritable bulldozing aura of a “nothing can stop me”
attitude; none of them have led numerically inferior forces to stunning victories over invading armies
commanded by tyrants, saving their peoples from despotism of two foreign governments; none of them
have yet to reverse the national government’s lunatic spending spree and runaway debt as both these
giants did; none of them have yet succeeded in annihilating the central bank as Andy did, leaving a
tremendous successor in Martin Van Buren; therefore, we must continue to rally behind these men--Ron Paul being perhaps the most notable example. Such men can achieve the results of a Jackson or a
Houston if enough of us throw our weight behind them!
The American People’s Encyclopedia, Chicago, 1954, volume 10, page 702, said that Houston’s youthful
days were “spotted by no crime” and that as a leader he was “popular, eloquent and commanding” and
(page 703) “was a widely venerated figure.”
http://www.sodahead.com/united-states/the-us-should-take-a-lesson-from-the-republic-oftexas/blog-32467/
Reflecting on these November 2010 Congressional elections, be advised that Sam Houston was a more
stern individual than most likely any of us; whereas we vote, if conscience impels us to do so, on April
13, 1832, on Pennsylvania Avenue in the District of Columbia, Sam Houston confronted Ohio
Congressman William Stanbery over remarks Stanbery made on the floor of the House of
Representatives accusing Houston of fraudulent dealings in government contracts to furnish supplies to
the Cherokee tribe in Arkansas. Stanbery pulled a gun and placed it at Houston’s chest, which then
misfired! Houston proceeded to whack Stansbery multiple times with the hickory cane he carried, going
so far as lifting Stansbery up by his legs and, according to accounts, struck him “elsewhere.” The article
on Sam Houston in The Century Magazine, August 1884, page 500, says that Stansbery was “severely
bruised and wounded by Sam Houston.” A limping and black and blue bedridden Stansbery brought
charges, and Francis Scott Key, author of the United States National Anthem, defended Houston.
Andrew Jackson paid a $500 fine for Houston; James K. Polk of Tennessee, who would later become
President in 1845 and lead the United States to victory in the Mexican War of 1846, went to bat for
Houston; and later Stansbery himself became the first member of Congress to be censured by that
body! We should be as resolutely opposed to wrongdoing in government as was The Great Sam
Houston! We read in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, April 1866, page 631--“By his defense of the Indians and the exposure of the frauds of their agents, he got into the fracas
which brought upon him the censure of the House of Representatives.”
Actually it was because Sam Houston---who some accounts hold to have stood six feet six inches--- beat
the living daylights out of the combatively inferior Stansbery that Sam was reprimanded, later rescinded.
The House wanted to mete out punishment as a collective body, if it reckoned it to be deserved. The
fact that Stansbery pulled a gun on Houston surely indicates that Sam had a right to strike back,

especially since Stansbery proved his intent to kill Sam. The fact that Stansbery’s gun misfired,
combined with the fact of Jackson’s attempted assassin in January 1835, having had first one, then a
second gun, both misfire in defiance of all known averages, strongly suggests there is a Supreme
Providence that will shield from harm the person who still has a mission to accomplish! Therefore, do
right, and speak for what is right, without fear or favor! Are there more amazing details that could be
mentioned of Sam Houston, and the exceptional figures such as “Deaf Smith” who consorted with him?
Would “Sam Houston---Colossus In Buckskin” (1928); and “The Raven---A Biography of Sam Houston”
(1929); and “Sam Houston, Patriot” (1930); and “Following General Sam Houston From 1793 to 1863”
(1935); and many others, make for fascinating reading? Would it be a Heaven sent endeavor if the hard
money community could release a movie for national distribution as to the life and work of men like
Jackson and Houston? Absolutely; but space dictates that we conclude here. Historians have spent
their entire lives researching this colossus of a man and his counselor, Andrew Jackson! Page 506 of the
1884 article in The Century Magazine remarked--“In every station he filled he was scrupulously honest, and was never supposed to covet, much less
misapply, the public money.”
Reflecting on the Bernanke and Obama administrations, something a Paiute Indian said on the
“Bonanza” television series comes to mind--“HE IS THE LAND AFTER THE FIRE, WHEN EVEN THE ROOTS ARE BURNED.”
Such men are the antithesis of Jackson and Houston; could they speak to us in a dream, they’d say,
never rest until better men command the ship of state!
To close, please consider this portrait of General, Governor and President Sam Houston, and know
how boundlessly superior he was to everyone holding national office in these United States today---

It’s damn unlikely any of our present scoundrels will ever have a 67 foot tall statue built to
commemorate their careers! Had Houston’s memorial statue been 670 feet tall, it would not
overblow his reputation written so large across the pages of history! General Houston, main
understudy of Andy By God Jackson was, like his mentor, a man to stand aside from; millennium men,
who come along once every 1,000 years; these are military and monetary heroes whose Olympian

exploits, the magnitude of which having only fractionally coalesced in our consciousness, takes our
breath away!

